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NEW MEXICO LOBO

SDS Lacks National Unity
(Continued from page 3)
posal was defeated.
The defeat came from two other
groups within the organi21ation,
the anarchists and the Progressive Labor Party,
THE ANARCHISTS were led
by a non-campus chapter from
New York's Lower East Side
caiied, "Up Against the Wall,
Motherfucker." (The name comes
from a LeRoi Jones poem that
begins with those words and was
also the cry of the Columbia rebels.)
The Motherfuckers, most of
them bearded and clad in black,
opposed any effort for a strong
national
organization
which
would be able to impose an ideology from above. Instead, they
pushed hard for strong regions
within SDS, to be built up from

Traveler John Furbay

ers. PL feared that any changes
in SDS structure or orientation
would result in SDS adopting a
tactical and ideological view dif~
ferent from worker-student alliances.
Thus, PL opposed all structural
revisions, as well as a proposal to
have SDS work with many constituencies within the cities, including high school students,
workers, and profes·sionals, a proposal strongly supported by the
national leadership but opposed
by PL because it contradicted the
idea of a worker-student alliance.
Of the three factions, resent.
ment was· strongest against PL.
This resentment first surfaced on
the third day of the convention
when one national officer attacked
PL for playing an obstructive role
in SDS. The following day, 'Several
of the Motherfuckers interrupted
a PL member of a panel on racism, shouting that "SDS decided
that our response to the black
revolution was to make a white
revolution! Why don't you talk
about that?"
IT FINALLY came completely
to
the surface when a delegate
been placed by historians at a
with the national leaderaffiliated
point in Iraq where the Tigris
ship
said
all the structural proand Euphrates rivers join.
FURBA Y CONCLUDED his posals had been blocked because
lecture with a tape recording "there isn't a two-thirds SDS vote
made at the Wailing Wall in. in the vote-unless by some
Jerusalem when thousands of stretch of the imagination you
Jews made a pilgrimage to the consider PL to be part of SDS."
sacred site after the Six-Day This set off loud applause, a chant
War. The Jews visited the Wall of "PL out!" by about a third o:f
on August 9, the anniversary of. the delegates, and an inconclusive
the destruction of the Temple of two-hour debate over the role of
PL within SDS.
Solomon.
This factional wrangling pushed
into the background those who
wanted to learn about Columbia
and possible campus strategies for
the coming year. Mter an opening night discussion of Columbia
The National Science Founda- by Mark Rudd, an SDS leader
tion has renewed a grant to the there, the revolt was virtually igUNM Department of Mathe- nored, except when a member of
matics and Statistics for $47,100 one faction or another offered it
for research on "Analysis and as proof that his "analysis" was
Topology." The grant period is correct.
from June 1, 1008, to May 31,
The convention, then, offered
1969, and is under the supervision few indications of where SDS will
of Dr. Bernard Epstein.
go during the coming year. The
Dr. Epstein says the grant is resolutions between the student
used for "classical and modern movement and the working clas.!!
analysis" and deals primarily were left unresolved.
with "ordinary differential equations, integral equations, and
theory of analytical functions."
ART
He noted that the funds are used
to "support deserving graduate
SUPPLIES
students in their research programs, and, in the summer
20% DISCOUNT
months, to aid students and also
Shlva Olls o& Water Colon
faculty members to continue reBrushes- Canvas
search."
Panels- Stretched Canvas
In additions to support of reStreicher Ban: & MA>re
search, Dr. Epstein said the grant
LANG ELL'S
enables publications of the re2510 Central S.E.
search findings, and that a large
Across From Johnson Gym
number of research publications
have been provided by the grant.

the local level. They argued, for
example, that the Columbia revolt would have been even more
effective if it had been supported
by a strong regional organization,
A resolution caiiing on the national officers to work toward the
goals of the Motherfucker proposal was approved by the convention, but it failed to get the
two-thirds vote needed to embody
it in the constitution. This was because of the third major group
within SDS, the Progressive Labor Party, which opposed all
structural changes.
PROGRESSIVE LABOR (PL)
is a tightly disciplined, Pekingoriented party that requires its
student members to join SDS,
which it sees as a recruiting
ground. It pushes hard for an alliance between students and work-

U. s First Summer Lecturer Cites
Solutions for Arab-Israeli Conflict
1

(Continued from page 1)
hours of the war gave the Israelis
the upper hand and dealt the
Arabs the first stuning blow,"
Furbay said.
Furbay said hopes for peace in
the Middle East rested in the
hands of the Lebanese, King Hussein of Jordan, and President
Bourgiba of Tunisia. He cited
level-headedness and interest in
a Middle East commonwealth as
reasons why the three would be
instrumental to peace.
"ABOVE ALL,'' Furbay said,
"history will prove that the peoples of the Middle East will live
together because they need each
other's natural resources."
Two UNM students criticized
Furbay after the speech for minor
misinterpretations of the Koran,
the holy book o:f Islam, and oversimplification o:f the Middle East
picture.
Furbay answered by saying that
he was trying to "emphasize similarities instead of differences"
among the three main religious
groups in the Middle East. He
flatly refused to answer any political questions.
HUMOROUS anecdotes saved
the lecture :from becoming little
more than an historical outline
covering conquests and historical
trends in the Middle East.
"A lot of people feel that the
problems in the Garden of Eden
weren't caused by red apples, but
by a green pair," Furbay said.
The Biblical Garden of Eden has

WANT ADS
FOR SALE
1964 CHEVY IMPALA Soper Sport. Full
power, factory air, rear speaker -radio,
bucket seats, white wall tires. Metalic
gray. Excellent condition. $1650. 2551676.
4t.
ALASKAN MALAMUTE poppi"" & stud
service. 298-6112.
HARDWOOD CRIB & matching baby
room set. Good condition. 248-5204.
1960 RENAULT DAUPHINE. Excellent
running condition. New engine, clo.tcb,
brakes, battery, Has radio & 1 new tire.
$275. 299..:!965.
FOR RENT
WOMAN GRADUATE STUDENT to
share my beautiful home-swimming
pool: Am seeking someone who would
appreciate quiet, gracious atmosphere.
Phone 242-0649.
4t.
2 BEDROOM APT. Forniobed. Air conditioned. Water paid. Nar UNM. $75. per
month. Call 247-4986.
WANTED: COED to ohnre large apt. w/
• another cod. 298-7820.
PERSONALS
SWEETHEART DAY NURSERY, Or·
ganized piny, Educational atmosphere.
.Call us for Information on fUll week1!nd care. 256-0646. 1108 Alvara<lo :NE.
JOIN THE NEW MAJORITY for ROOK. EFELLER. Co.ll 247-1892 or violt Rockefeller Headquartrs across from Ji>hnson
ELIZABETH CHAPMAN'S has a clean
restroom.
HELP WANTED
ORGANIST NEEDED for summer. One
service Sunda.ys. $5.00. Canterbury Chap..
et. 247-2515,
TEACHERS WANTED: NeW' Mulco and
the entire west. Salaris $6000. up. Southweot Tca:ehem Agency, 1303 Central N.E.
Gyin. at 2608 ',!, Central SE.
SERVICES
TYPING: Partial bnckground: advert!~
. lng, financial, legal, sciences. Doublo
&Paced, legible manuscripts, Phone 242•
0649.
4t.
MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED: MODERN ART In exchange
tot 6 wk old Kenmore Portable dish•
washer. 298-6112.

UNM to Receive
Foundation Grant

UNM Junior Begins
Magazine Internship

EXICO

Miss Joy Hart, UNM Junior,
has completed her first week in
the 1968 intern program sponsored by Magazine Publishers
Association and American Society
of Editors.
Miss Hart, a journalism major,
will work on Good Housekeeping
and Media/scope during the tenweek program. The internship
wiii end Friday, August 23, with
~ commencement exercise.
She is one o;f 35 journalism
majors from 30 different schools
in 25 states working as interns on
some 40 magazines.

Ben7s

Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom
Vol. 71
,

~
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~
~
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Styling
Specializing
In Razor-Cuts
and
Hair-Styling

Conveniently Close To Campus
(across from the Triangle)
2914 Central S.E.
255-4371

Discounts At
OKIE JOE SPACKAGE
1

(Lounge Open)
BLACK & WHITE SCOTCH • •

was
9.40

$8.00 qt.

OLD CROW BOURBON . ;,~~ $3.89 fifth
KING GEORGE SCOTCH •

WAS
• 5.20

BOURBON DELUX

• 5.60

$4.89 qt.

• • • • • • • • • • • • •

$4.40 fifth

was

•

$4.39 fifth

GLEN-MAVIS SCOTCH • ;~~ $4~99 qt.
SEAGRAMS SEVEN • • . ~~~ $4.49 fifth
RUM {Imported} . • • . • . • • . $4.79 qt.

Old Smuggler Scotch :~~ $4.99 fifth
SMIRNOFF VODKA.~~ $3.99 fifth
~~~ $3.99 fifth
KOSLOV VODKA ••..• . • :.~~ $3.79 fifth

you. New friends, new interests, more success and
happiness in your job, through learning tot

SELL YOURSELF
EXPRESS YOUR IDEAS
REMEMBER NAMES
TALK TO GROIJPS
DEAL WITH Pf.OPLE

DALE CARNEGIE

JOIN THE DALE CARNEGIE COURSE
Starting in July- Call 268-4961 For Information
ENROLlMENT LIMITED
Presented by A. Lee. Straughan & Associates

•

•

.

PEARL Bottles or Cans· . $.85 six pack
SCHLITZ CANS . • . . $1.1 0six pack
HAMM'S Reg., Draft .. $1.10 six pack
WALTER'S BEER • • • 3 qts. $1.00
ALMADEN BRANDY • • • • . • • $4.50 fifth

Mouth-Watering

Thick

GALLO

malts

&
shakes

!

Pound

Hamburger
with red or
green ·chili

Bar-B-Que Beef
Sandwich 30-60¢

Lemon & Limeades

10c 20c 30c

Jumbo Jacks Drive..ln
On Valo-One lllock Off Central

Rose, Chianti
Rhinegarten . , ...... , $1.29 1/2 gal.
Rose ...... , ....... $.79 qt
Chianti • Rhinegarten .. $.72 1/5 gal.
Paisa no ............ $.69 qt.
·
$1.19 1/2 gal,
IMPORTED WINES Specially
Reduced 10% During This Sale

DISCOUNTS AT
OKIE JOE'S PACKAGE
t720 Central S.E.

~;;·;roa~cas
Me;
s
New Stereo Sound

,:
247·0836 1

Barber Shop

GILBEY'S GIN

A whale new and excltfng warld can open up for

90

~

Counselor Always on· Duty

2106 Central S.E.

Appointments
Available
But Not
Necessary

TEQUILA

Wednesday, July 3,1968

Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry
It's Cool f nsidef

~

and Hair

'

.I!

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

'~p

~

_________ _

DAVJESS COUNTY Bbn ••• . ;,~ $3.79 fifth

Lack of Confidence
Holding You Back?

e
e
e
e
e

Thursday, June 27,1968

Phone 242-2151

Division of Nollos Brother's ~nterprlsos

UNMs student sponsored radio
station, KUNM, 90.1 Mcs., began
stereo broadcasting Monday,
This change came after a year
of planning by the radio board
and debate in student senate. The
final cost o:f the Associated Stu.dents was $5000; $7000 less than
the amount asked in an earlier
proposal.
THE ENTIRE $5000 was used
to purchase a stereo control
board, two cartridge tape machines, a third turntable, a volumex and a stereo generator. The
installation o:f this equipment was
. done by KUNM's chief engineer,
Steve Van Dresser and assistant
engineer, Marvin Bowles.
KUNM's program schedule will
remain the same with over 80 per
cent of the air time being in stereo. News reports, some pre-recorded programs, and an occasional monaural record will not be
broadcast in stereo.
The schedule calls for the afternoon to be devoted to jazz,
rock and :folk music. The evening
:fare on week days gradually
moves into a specialty show featuring only jazz, folk music or
rock. C on c e r t presentations,
Cleveland Orchestra and opera
are aired Saturday and Sunday
evening.
UNLIKE COMMERCIAL radio
stations, KUNM does not have to
depend on advertising for support. The station is paid for by
Associated Students.
Lance Woodworth, KUNM director, said, "the change to stereo is only a continuation of our
policy of broadcasting what our
listeners want to hear; folk, rock,
and jazz. With stereo we will be
able to do this much better."

Compoign Sporks
Politicol Activism
On UNM Compus

By ROY CORNELIUS
Presidential politics :for tlie
upcoming 1968 elections has stir"
red up a great deal o:f political
activity among :faculty members
and students at UNM, especially
in the Democratic party.
Some faculty members who
have never been active in politics
are now chief organizers for Eugene McCarthy in precincts
throughout the city.
DURING PRECINCT elections:
two weeks ago :faculty membe:rs· ·:
from UNM managed to have ·at·
least 18 members placed as deegates to the Democratic State
Convention held last Saturday;.
Dr. Joseph Frank, chaitl'l'liln!
of the English department at
KUNM·FM, THE ASSOCIATED Student spoaKUNM's chief engineer, Steve Van Dresser, above,
UNM, praised the efforts of fa<!•
sored radio station on campus, began stereo broadulty members in supporting locul
and assistant engineer, Marvin Bowles. All air
McCarthy forces. The majority
casting this Monday. The change came after a
time with t.\-e exception of news reports and a few
of the faculty-member delegates
year of planning and an expenditure of $7,000 for
pre-recorded programs will now be broadcast in
to the Democratic convention
new equipment needed for stereo broadcasting.
stereo. KUNM eaters to the college student dewere part of various McCarthyThe new control board, cartridge tape machines,
mand for good jazz, rock, and folk music daily
Kennedy combined slates but a
Volumex, and stereo generator were installed by
from noon till two a.m. (Photo by Miloglab)
few faculty members were Humphrey backers.
Dr. Frank said that UNM faculty McCarthy supporters were
"well organized" and had "good
discipline" and "did a hell of a
fine job" at the convention.
The UNM budget for the 1968- Western Americana, will stiffer won't hurt us much. We'll be able
HE SAID FACULTY memto get by,'' he said.
69 fiscal year-$34,554,817-is the same fate.
bers played a major role in seslightly higher than the one :for
Increasing enrollment creates a
Dr. George Springer, dean of
curing the McCarthy victory in
the past year. But interviews with need for more duplicate copies of the Graduate School, said the
Bernalillo county and also at the
several University officials indi- publications, Kelly said. He added state-supported research budget
State convention
cate that tlils iitert'iase Will not be --·tlia't_tb_e-trend at- U~ifn;owafd Wllfremain the same as last year
The McCarthy people succ;eded
sufficient for UNM's expanding graduate work, which greatly in- -$405,000. He said he expects
in securing proportional rl$reenrollment and programs.
creases the demand on the library. that outside grants-mainly fedsentation as the means of selecfDavid Kelly, UNM librarian, He cited the new Ph.D. programs eral-will be cut.
ing delegates to the national'
says that the book fund4248,000 in political science and Romance
Democratic convention over bit"Everyone anticipates having
-is the same as last year. But be- languages as two areas in which more difficulty in obtaining federter opposition from the old guard
cause of the increasing cost of the current amount of library al grants. We foresee no increase
Democrats, who were mainly
'New Jerusalem'
Humphrey
backers.
books and periodicals, less mater- material is inadequate.
in funds for research from either
"A Pattern for Future Society
Dr. Frank said he expected inial can be bought, he says.
"I hope that next year (1969- the state or federal government,"
-Vision of a New Jerusalem." creasing political activity among
FOR EXAMPLE, the National 70) will not be as austere as the he said.
This is the topic of a speech by faculty members and a relative
Tax Association Proceedings, a current year," Kelly said. The liThe
graduate
school
has
only
an
Dr. Alan Ward o:f Little Rock, gain in support of McCarthy.
book, cost $12.50 last year, but brary had a $122,181 federal grant
STUDENT POLITICAL actiwill sell for $20 now. Music In- :for library materials last year, office budget, since it has no fac- Arkansas, to be delivered at a
dex, a serial, was $195 for the which he hopes will be renewed. ulty of its own. Springer said that meeting sponsored by the Baha'i ism payed off by landing delegate
past year. A 41 per cent increase
THE HEALTH Service is an- the financial support available for Student Asociation, Friday, July positions for nine UNM students
will force the cost up to $275. other part of the University which graduate students will not in- 5, at 7 p.m. in rom 250 C-D of the to the state convention.
Union.
Running the McCarthy booth
Similarly, the Journal of Geologi- will :feel the pinch of the austerity crease.
in
the lobby at the convention
cal Education is increasing in budget. Dr. Kenneth Young, diwere
three UNM students. They
cost from $5 to $8, he reports.
rector of the Service, said last
were
Leonard deLayo, a student
THE LIBRARY, however, has week that their budget is being
senator
last spring, Coleman
no money for new staff members, increased, but not nearly enough.
Travelstead, an u n s u ccessful
so the Business Administration Two more doctors are needed, but
candidate for ASUNM president
library will remain closed and the none are coming, he said.
during spring elections, and· Jllll
Clinton P. Anderson Room, a. colThe $260,000 budget o:f the
Carr, last year's ASUNM vicelection o:f the senator's books on Health Service is a $40,000 inpresident.
crease, but Dr. Young said the
Following the speech by Humservice cannot afford the salary
phrey supporter Walter Manof a technician for the X-ray dedale, many of the UNM student
partment in the new Health Cendelegates led an enthusiastic,
ter. Five full-time and :four part;..
"We want Gene" cheering sestime M.D.s are employed by the
sion.
Service, and Dr. Young said UNM
Professor John James Lawlor needs seven to eight :full-time docwill discuss "Britain's Newest tors.
Universities" as the third pres''WE CANNOT give the :full deentation of UNM's 1968 Lecture gree of service to students,'' Dr.
Under the Stars.
Young said. "We have been very
The lecture will be held at 8 happy with Student Affairs Office.
"Moon River," "Baby Elephant
p.m. Monday, July 8, on the lawn We feel that the budget has beert
Walk"
and 'Hatari" are among
of the Administration Building. affected somewhere along the
the
m
any musical favorites
The public is invited to attend, line," he added.
which
can
be heard in the Union
with no admission charged.
M.
F.
Fifield,
director
of
the
Ballroom
at
8 tonight as the
Lawlor, a UNM guest summer
UNM Summer Session Band
faculty member from England, physical plant, said that the custopresents its first free concert of
has taught English at the Uni- dians will have about 11 per cent
more
area
to
celan
this
year.
But
the
summer series.
•""'
versity of Keele, England; BranThe
band
of
87
players
.rin
be
even
with
the
same
number
o:f
deis University, Massachusetts,
conducted
by
William
E.
Rhoads.
employees,
the
custodial
section
and has presented lectures at LyThe band consists of University
ons, the British Institute in should be able to operate as efsummer
session students, outfectively
as
before,
he
said.
Paris, and the University of
standing high school players in
Fifield's department is responRome.
the city and teachers and adults
Other lectures scheduled for sible :for academic buildings,
in the community.
Popejoy
Hall,
the
administration
the summer series include Robert
Featured in the program will
building,
Johnson
Gym,
and
the
11
G. Mead, 0ur Image in Latin
be the first performance of a
Health
Center.
''We
feel
we
were
America," July 15; Leonard
bossa nova for band, "Gentle
Adolf, "Viet Nam," July 22; and treated as well as any other deBallad" by Rhoads.
partment in the University. We
Harry Reed, "Alaska," July 29.
Other works to be heard are,
hope to keep liP our end t>f it," he
"North
Sea Overture," by Ralph
said.
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS participated actively in last Saturday's Herman, selections :from the
Summer Concert
•BOB DOBELL, business man- Dem~ratic State Convention. Three of about nine UNM students who "Man of La Mancha" and a
A summer band concert will be ager o:f the Atheltic Department, were delegates to the convention are Herb Thompson (standing left), march paraphrase on "Musetta's
held tonight at 8 p.m. in the is not complaining about his de- Steve Van Dresser (standing right), and John Thorson (seated, just Waltz Song" from La Boheme.
Union ballroom. Admission is partment's budget. "The athletic below Van Dresser's left arm.) UNM was strongly represented at the
The public is invited to the
budget was cut some, but this convention among its faculty and students.
free.
performance.

Budget Feared Insufficient

Lawlor Will Discuss
British Universities

First Free Concert
To Be Held Tonight
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STATE CONVENTION '68

ArrHq.uity-Present Combined

I

Bema
By EZZAT A. KHATTAB
If the people who came to attend the first lecture under the
stars last Monday evening had
been expecting to hear an objective illuminating lecture about the
"Exploding Middle East" they
were greatly disappointed. '
Dr. Furbay, the lecturer, was
introduced as a great traveler, lecturer and philosopher, and he did
not fail to attempt to demonstrate
his wealth of knowledge. He talked about everything in the Middle East, from its geography to
its religions, from its history since
the time of Abraham to the ethnic
groups living in it. Then finally
he referred to the tension in the
area which I had expected to be
the main topic.

* * *

Unfortunately, Dr. Furbay did
not impress me as being well-informed about these topics concerning the Middle East, despite
his extensive travels there. I have
never in my life been subjected
to such a large dose of wrong
statements and sweeping general-

Belt Tightening on UNM
Enrollment at UNM is expected to go up eight per cent
this fall; classroom space will increase by nine per cent ;
three new doctoral programs are planned; three new buildings will open during the school year.

rr;\

Progress? Maybe so. But each exampJ~ of the University's
growth is balanced by another example of cut-backs and
static programs. UNM's total budget for the 1968-69 school
l year is ·$34;554,817; a one-per-cent increase over last year.
··'4i'fhe student-faculty ratio next fall will be about 22-1; the
I national average for schools this size is 17-1. Faculty salaries
will go up about four per cent overall; seven per cent is the
usual national :figure. About 1000 new students are expected
to eriToll; 40 new faculty members have been hired.
Complaints and worrfes about the budget are being voiced
by the head librarian, the health service, and the dean of the
graduate school, among others. The administrative level will
cope with some 15,000 students with the aid of only :five new
employees. The Clinton P. Anderson Room of Zimmerman
Library will be closed, as will the library in the Business
Administration building.

Former Vice-President Richard Nixon and Vice-President
Hubert Humphrey "do not really
have minds of their own," historian and author Henry Steele
Commager charged recently.
In a sweeping attack on the
two front-running presidential
aspirants, Commager said, "We
do not need to wait and see or
hear what these two candidates
have to say about major issues
before we can make up our minds
between them. They have told us
all we need to know about themselves. They have told us that
they do not really have minds of
their own, that they do not have
consistent philosophies and that
they are not prepared to trust
the American people or to take
them into their confidence."
In an article which will appear
in the July 6 edition of The New
Republic magazine entitled "The
New Nixon, Humphrey and the
old McCarthy," historian Commager asserts, "What they (Nixon-Humphrey) lack, and what
Senator Eugene McCarthy so
conspicuously has, is the one indispensable quality of character.

* * *

"The evidence of their lack is,
precisely, that even at this late
date, when they are asking for
support for the most ·powerful
office in the nation, they are not
prepared to let us lrnow where
Administrative Vice-President Sherman Smith and John they . stand on the great issues
that office will decide. And
. L?erovich, University comptroller, told a UNM reporter this which
we do not lrnow where they stand
. spring· that the school ''has not necessarily started going not merely because they are ·eya!!ive but because they themselves
downhill yet, but it is teetering on the top of the slope."
do not know where they stand,"
says Commager.
Perhaps it is unrealistic to expect the New Mexico legisla"These two candidates (NixonHumphrey)
were outspoken
ture to vote a tax increase or authorize bond elections in· a
enough in the past. Nixon, for
campaign year. But a new administration in January might· example, lrnew and told us that
he was against cotnmunism and
do well to consider the situation at the state's largest school. for
· Sen. J o s e p h McCarthy,
Continuing increases in tuition and fees cannot raise enough against 'Twenty Years of Treason' . and for legislation that
money to keep up with the growth that must come. Programs would ferret out 'subversives.'
begun by President Popejoy can be expected to increase and He was also against the ·welfare
state and for Sen. Goldwater for
new ones will be forthcoming under President Heady.
President," Commager writes.
"Vice-President Humphrey,
The cliche that an educated population is a state's most too, knew what he thoul!ht and
not afraid to proclaim his
"valuable natural resource is trite but true. Belt-tightening was
beliefs: civil liberties, the expan1 :financing is laudable, but not when the future of New Mexico sion of the welfare state. moderation of the Cold War. But for
and the country is involved.
the last four year~ he has sup-

"'"'

1

1
By WAYNE CIDDIO'
Antiquity blended with modern western civilization in a colorful amalgm of sights and
sounds. This is Greece as portrayed by Col. John D. Craig in
the second in UNM's "Lectures
Under the Stars" series Monday
night at the Union Ballroom,
Craig's family travelogue of
Greece took the more than 750
people in the audience on a tour
of the tiny island with a beautiful and. often breath-taking film
strip that. Craig composed on a
recent trip to Greece.
PANORAMIC VIEWS of culture-rich Athens showed the
Parthenon atop the Acropolis in
a seemingly reigning position
over that city which has grown
to a population of more than 2.5
million people.

An Exploding Lecture

* * *

I wonder, after all these discounts, where could he find the
alleged 40 million? I wonder alao
why he singled out President Nasser? What was he trying to
prove 1 It seems to me as if Dr.
Furbay had an access to a source
of information about the Arabs
that the whole world, including
the Arabs themselves lack.
When he spoke about Islam he
proved himself to be even less informed. I should not say that he
went very far beyond the distorted knowledge about this reli-

Nixon, 1-11-11-1 Scorned
"Uh Oh!"

Monday's Lecture Under the Stars
Featured Talk Travel Film on Greece

Bema iB Bigned, guest editorial
opinion, not necessarily reflecting
the views of The Lobo,

izations as I was during his lecture.
For instance, he said that the
number of the Arabs in the Middle
East is 40 million, which is, to say
the least, a flagrant mistake.
However, supposing him to be correct, he went on to explain that
the Egyptians are not Arabs (and
incidentally that President Nasser
is not an Arab), the Lebanese are
not Arabs, the North Africans
are not Arabs and the Iraqis are
not Arabs.
·
·

ported aggressive war against
Viet Nam, the containment of 'a
billion' Chinese, and America as
an Asian power, with equal enthusiasm.
"Whether these are genuine
beliefs or merely policies he has
defended,'' Commager continues,
"we do not know.... His inability, or unwillingness, to speak
out clearly on foreign policy,
therefore, represents not so much
confusion of mind as confusion
of character which, in a President, is more serious."
"There is only one candidate
who can stand the simple tests
which all of us apply to every
familiar situation, the tests of
judgment, consistency, and character," Commager asserts. "That
is Senator McCarthy. We do not
need to ask where he stands, he
has told us. We do not need to
wonder whether he believes what
he says, he has never said what
he does not believe.
"We do not need to inquire
where his loyalties are, he has
not wavered in his loyalties, and
they have been to principles, not
to men. We do not need to ask
what he proposes to do about the
war in Viet Nam or about civil
rights, because 'his record here is
consistent. His campaign is consistent with his record, and his
character is . consistent with
both."
Commager concludes: "We do
not need to await the birth of a
'new' McCarthy1 or the metamor·phosis to the candidate back into
the senator or forward into the
· President; we can take him as he
was and as he is, confident that
that is what he will be .in the
future.

gion and its prophet available to
any high-school student in the
United States. But can you imagine a person with all his experience in the Middle East saying
that Islam allows the:man to marl""J five wives? Where are the famous four-the one wrong idea
about Islam bandied about in
every discussion in the west?

* * "'

But this is a minor point compared to his utterly wrong history
of Islam, its beginning and its
dissemination. I am sure he has
not read one word of the Quran,
the Holy Book of Islam, even in
trlUIISlation, because he quoted
some words of the Prophet that
he thought are. included in the
Quran.
•
Dr. Furbay was certainly unaware that Islam is a missionary
religion, and that it was not forced upon anyone. He was ignorant
of the fact that Islam is still winning new converts everyday in
West Africa through the ffeorts
of ordinary individuals and not
through organized church groups
financed by wealthy organizations
in the United States. But for Dr.
Furbay, all religions have by now
stopped their missionary activities.

NSF Gives UNM
$36,314 Grant
WASHINGTON - UNM has
been awarded a $36,314 grant
for the 1968-69 academic year by
the National Science Foundation,
U.S. Senator Joseph M. Montoya has announced.
Other New Mexico colleges
and universities receiving grants
from the NSF were: Eastern
New Mexico University, $16,222;
New Mexico Highlands, $2,400:
New Mexico Institute of Mining
and Technology, $44,833; New
Mexico State, $22,691; and St.
John's College in Santa Fe,
$2,000.
Most of the $124,000 total will
be used to purchase equipment
for scientific research and instruction. Other uses will be initiation of research projects by
faculty members, purchase of
books and periodicals, improvement of laboratory facilities,
and payment of stipends to student teaching assistants.
College and university administrators report· th11t the grants
have enabled them to act quickly
and effectively in meeting their
individual needs in scientific instruction and research.

.. * *

From what I know about
Judaism and Christianity, I think
Dr. Furbay was also incorrect
about their basic teachings. But
I leave this to the adherents of
both these religions.
Finally, one would legitimately
ask what has the "exploding"
Middle East got to do with this
unlimited and largely incorrect information about its geography,
history and people? Was Dr. Furbay trying to find reasons for the
present tension in the Middle
East in its ancient history? If so,
it was not clear. Was he trying to
image the Arabs as the villains
in the Middle East drama? If so
then I would say that his statements were quite biased, one-sided and misleading, especially
when he refused to answer political questions.
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Craig photographed the stadium where the first Olympic
Games were held many centuries
ago. A miniature Olympic contest between local Athenian high
school athletes kept the audience
in ancient Greece and 20th Century Athens all at once.
A closeup of the Temple of
Zeus and a slowly retreating
view of the modern buildings and
modern traffic congestion maintained the old versus the new
theme that kept the travelogue
in the distant past and in the
tangible present throughout.
STJ.tUTIING soldiers charged
with guarding the tomb of an
unknown Greek soldier killed in
World War I reflected the pride
in country and tradition that
Craig emphasized ts ever present and obvious during his tour
through Greece.
Quick fiaahes from a gaudy
neon sign reading "Whiskey AGo-Go" to the Temple of Poseidon seemed worlds apart but cohesive in a country that holds
stubbornly to tradition while
fighting to stay in contact with
modern technological advances.
THE POTPOURRI of people in
Greece was the next item of emphasis in Craig's film. Craig's
films showed gypsies on their
constant migrations through the
countryside of northern Greece,
and monks in their mountainside
dwellings only accessible by rickety wooden ladders and a wicker
basket hauled 500 feet from the
valley floor by monks on a turnstile.
Within driving distance from
the secluded monasteries are
plush hotels an d nightclubs
where night people keep a firm
grasp on the new and progressive. Even the modern nightclub
scenes were kept in place by a
faint background of ancient
Greek folk songs and the colorful
costumes of the mountain people.
Craig narrated the entire film
and used the members of his
family in giving a home movi'il
flavor to the travelogue, a flavor
most appropriate to the people
and the places that Craig captured so artfully in his film.

times, because some blacks would
ByJOHNZEH
not accept white students' altruisCollege Press Service
WASHINGTON - In terms of tic participation. "The emphasis
actual "enrollment," the Poor from the blacks," Connelly exPeople's University can be con- plained, "has been that people
sidered less than a success. But have got to do their own thing. ·
measured in impact on those stu- There's nothing wrong with
dents who did participate in this whites involving themselves in
phase of the Poor People's Cam- the campaign, but the blacks are
doing their own thing and the
paign, it was far from a failure .
That is the assessment of Ross white's, their's, and it might just
Connelly, who as assistant to the be that these things aren't going
director of student and campus to be done together. Blacks and
activities of the Southern Chris- whites have to define their own
tian
Leadership
Conference roles and go ahead and fulfill
(SCLC) coordinated the Univer- them."
sity. Connelly, 23, has attended
THERE WAS considerable conHoward University here.
siderable concern over this split.
THE POOR People's University "Let's get our thing together''
was conceived as a super 4'free- was the slogan-plea of one meetdom school" to establish new ing.
priorities and to 41redirect the
Some participants got impatienergies of the campus commu- ent with the seeming lack of
nity to an action commitment." organization. They didn't "exEstimates of potential attendance amine themselves," Connelly said,
ran as high as 16,000.
"and just failed to plug in. They
But due mainly to the cam• were looking for too much direcpaign's late and rainy start, less tion.''
than 600 students attended semiLike the general Poor People's
nars dealing with poverty and re- Campaign, the University is not
lated topics.
completely shut down. Connelly
Connelly thinks those students hopes to mobilize students to
gained a special awareness of come to Washington throughout
how necessary commitment is; the the summer to demonstrate on beidealism they brought with them half of people in jail. More workwas solidified and focused.
shops are planned. And the long"WE FELT A need to turn stu- range objective is to establish a
dents on," he said. 41 We had a collegiate-type SCLC to continue
desire to get people involved in the efforts begun this summer.
issues, in the best route they
could follow to deal with these
issues. We felt it would be good Library Given Grant
to turn students i>n to community
A federal grant of $42,953 has
action, to organizing, to involve- been given to UNM for the purment in issues on campuses, in chasing of books and other lisuburbia, inner cities, all over. I brary materials. David 0. Keldon't think we failed at all in ley, university librarian, said the
what we set out to do.''
faculty library committee will
There were some handicaps. In- . meet, probably in September, to
ter-racial dialogue was difficult at allocate the funds .

··11
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Poor People's U. ·Seen
Providing Awareness

* * *

Furthermore, what is the meaning of his playing us a tape he recorded in Jerusalem after last
year's war, in a. lecture that was
not a.t all concerned with the tense
situation in the Middle East?
I believe that the administrative people directing these lectures would do better if they
would invite specialists to talk
about their fields only. On the
other hand, with respect to religious topics and especially those
religions, like Islam with which
the audiences are unfamiliar, it is
much more useful and fair to ask
lecturers who belong to these religions to talk about them. Perhaps like what Professor Bahm
does in his very interesting course
about religion in the Department
of Philosophy.

~
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Demonstration
NEW YORK (CPS) -The
American Civil Liberties Union issued a strong statement on campus demonstrations last week
which criticizes students, faculty
members and administrators alike.
The statement calls for a "review of the structure and internal
relations· of every campus," and
says universities should involve
· all concerned groups in the development and execution of academic
policy at every level. The statement is the result of a survey of
recent campus disruptions by the
ACL U's Academic Freedom Committee.
IN ITS sweeping indictment,
the statement says, "On many
campuses there have been grave
violations of the principles of
sound academic governance by
administrations which have denied
students reasonable participation
in matters of university policy
in which their interests have been
dearly involved, by faculties
which have been indifferent to the
needs and aspirations of students,
and by students who by various
actions have interfered with the
processes of teaching, learning
and the right to free speech.''
The civil liberties group, however, admitted that "an examination of the conditions which have
triggered demonstrations shows
that in a majority of cases students have had a prima facie justification for their concern, if not
for their manner of expressing it.
As examples, the statement points
out that students have protested
against compulsory ROTC, the
suspension of politically active
students, the neglect of black students and the mistreatment of controversial faculty members.
THE ACLU charges that passive faculties have allowed most
of the power in the university to
pass into the hands of the administration, and "the administration has been only too ready
t.o accept this power and to exercise it in an essentially managerial way, with little regard for
the characteristic intellectual and
social realities of academic life. It
is a significant fact that many university administrators are as
much at home on the boards of
large corporations and in the upper echelons of the bureaucracy
as they are on their own campuses."
The statement levels a bitter
attack against administrations

Indicated

',Vhich have called police to their the basic principles of academic
campuses to break up student freedom. The fact that significant
protests. "The invitation of civil reforms may be won by violent
authorities to the campus en- ·action does not justify the resort
dangers the autonomy of the in- to violence. Even if such action
stitution, and should be resorted seems plausible to some in a socto only when all other avenues iety marked by violence both inhave failed, and then preferably ternally and in its external acunder strict procedural rules laid tions, and even if an apparent
down and agreed to by adminis- justification after the fact seems
tration, faculty and students," the to be provided by a violent resstatement says.
ponse, for example a police acIT ADDS, "In view of the tion.''
brutality of some police actions,
THE ACLU issued the statethe formulation of such rules ap- ment on campus demonstra.tions
pears to be a matter of urgent from its New York offi~ while
priority."
its National Convention was meet- .
The civil liberties group, how- ing in Ann Arbor, Mich. Deleever, condemns the tactics of stu- gates at the convention called
dent protesters which result in up(ln the ACL U's Board of Dithe police being called in. "The rectors to adopt a policy which
manner in which demonstrations would condone "violation of an adhave been conducted, at least in mittedly valid law" as a method
some notorious cases, must be of expressing political or social
condemned as disproportionate to opinion.
Presently, the ACLU policy
the grievances of the students and
as categorically in violation of makes a distinction between protest against laws which are considered valid anrl those which are
considered invalid or unconstitutional by the ACLU. The Board
of Directors will hold its next
meeting in October.

Film Group to Offer
'68 Cinema Project

The Barnard College Film
Company is sponsoring a summer project, "Film Summer '68.''
The project will work out of Colu~nbia University Morningside
Heights Campus.
"Film Summer '68" will conduct a nationwide talent search
for prospective actors and actresses to be featured in workstudy produced film. Seminars
will be held throughout the country with leaders of the film industry and student film makers
planning future productions.
A central talent company will
be formed to aid students in finding careers in film. More information can be obtained by writing to Barnard College Film Co.,
1 Hewitt, Barnard College, New
York, New York.
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Lack of Confidence
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A whole new and exciting world can open up for
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Don't stumble through the
literaf'Y classics. Cliff's Notes
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grades! These study aids give
you a clear, concise summaiY
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chapter. Cliff's Notes are
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school and college students
throughout the United
States. There are o•1er 150
different Cliff's Notes covering the literary classics.
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Japanese Student Radicals See Revolution
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"This time the E n t e r p r is e a dramatic symbol of American
By STEVE D' ARAZIEN
came, but next time there will be military involvement In Japan
TOKYO (CPS) - At a time 1·eal tt·ouble," Kashiwagi predict- and Pl"ovoked violent demonstrawhen American student radicals ed.
tions.
are in a desperate mood, unsure
The Sempa Ranga leaders also
The Sempa Ranga (or "threeof how to change America, their factioned" Zengakuren comp1·ises accuse the Ministry of Education
Japanese counterparts are con- about 20 per cent of the total of rewriting history by ''prettyrevolution which will topple the me1nbership of the Student Fed- ing-up" tbe Russo-Japanese war
ruling Sato gove1·mnent in the eration. The majority of the Zen- and World War II. The Ministry
early 1970's.
gakuren factions are controlled of Education is the central policy
"We are not pacifists," em- by the Japanese Communist Par- making body for all Japanese
schools and for most of the uniphasized Mr. Ka~<hiwagi, a lead- · ty (JCP), which the Sempa
er of the SeJJJpa Ranga faction Ranga leadership rega1·ds as too
versities.
Unlike their American counof the Zengakuren, the All-Japan conservative.
Federation of Students.
Kashiwagi and Kishimoto, who terparts, the Japanese leftists reThe Zengakuren model for are Marxists, believe strongly in ceive no support from the faculchanging Japan is the 1917 Rus- anti-imperialism and world revo- ty. "Japanese professors are
sian revolution, he added.
lution. They regard the JCP as more vulnerable than American
an essentially establishment or- professors,'' Kishimoto said.
"From October to April we ganization which has aecomodated
As Marxists, they maintain
had big demonstrations. Now we itself to the Japanese parliamen- an economic perspective on the
have fierce demonstrations. In tar system.
problems of Japan. Here the burthe .1970's we will have big fierce
In reply, the say the JCP ac- geoning monopoly capitalism is
demonstrations," added his com- cuses the Sempa Ranga factions hurting the peasants and the gap
rade, Mr. Kishimoto.
of being 'a bunch of spoiled rich between the rich and the poor
The Zengal<Uren go to battle kids. But unlike the American is increasing, Kashiwagi insistyith . the police armed with bel- left, all the Zengakuren groups ed.
While American radicals have
mets; shields, and clubs. Zenga- are primarily composed of worknever been able to garner support
kur~n d~monstrations f1·equently
ing class students.
begm With snake dancing and · . The Sempa Ranga leaders from the ranks of labor,. the
often end with a rush on police · said the favor neither Russia nor Sempa Ranga leaders claim suclines· which culminate in bloody China and prefer.Trotsky to Stalin cess. "In 1960 we didn't bavl':
clashes with the brutal Japanese. although they are not, they in- much labor support. Now many
riot police,
'
sist, Trotskyities as are members of the young workers ·support
·
Ze)Jgakuren, which claims a· of the American YDung Socialist us,'' Kashiwagi sil.id.
Marxism dictates that the
.
membership of over a million Alliance.
Japapese students, began .its proThe Japanese leftists accuse Japanese :revolution will ·be the
tests with the signing of the U.S. the Sato government of turning · product of a stUdent-worker coaJapin defense pact in 1960. Since Japan into an American base. lition, these leaders insist. To
then·, the student group has pro- They cite the case of the Narite coordinate the effort the Antitesteil Prime Minister Sato's visit civilian airport which, they say, War Youth Committee has been
to the United States and, earlier · is being used as an American formed, and is comprised of Zengakuren members and union memthis ear, fought against the visit base against North Viet Nam.
to Japan of the Amel'ican nuclear
The recent crash of an Ameri- bers. Zengakuren has begun an
powel·ed aircraft carrier Enter- can Phantom fighter into Kyu- intensive program of organizing
prise;
shu University in Tokyo provided in the factories.
As in America, the Japanese
movement finds younger high
sc~ool students being drayn into
the ranks, becoming more politically aware and more radical.
"Of course there are the restraints of living at home, parental pressures and all, but their
numbers are increasing," Kishimoto said.
One of the problems faced by
SEVERAL a d m i n i s t r a- for the past three years, moved
the
Zengakuren
membership,
tive changes have taken place at to associate dean. Dr. Steger is
aside
from
busted
heads,
is poan
associates
professor
of
matheUNM since the beginning of the
matics, also. Dr. Wayne Moe11en- lice harassment. Over 500 Japnew academic year July 1.
Dr. Ferrel Heady moved to the berg will join the Graduate School anese students are facing two
UNM presidency from his post staff in September as an assistant year sentences arising from the
of academic vice president, fol- dean, succeeding Dr. Brian O'Neil recent clashes with the police.
Unlike the American student
lowing the retirement of Presi- who has assumed fulltime teachleft
- which comprises many
dent Tom L. Popejoy.
ing duties in the philosophy deand
often conflicting tendencies
Two new vice presidents also partment. Dr. Moelenberg is an
such
as democratic socialism,
assistant
professor
of
educationtook office Monday, Dr. Chester
anarchism,
pacifism, and Marxal
foundations.
C. Travelstead, academic vice
ism,
both
orthodox
and revisionDr. George Xeppers has been
president and Dr. George P.
ist
-the
leaders
of the ZenSpringer, vice president for re- appointed to a newly created posigakuren
operate
from
the singsearclJ, Dr. Springer will continue tion in the College of Education
ular
ideological
startingpoint
of
as dean of the Graduate School. that of assistant dean for student
Marxism.
Dr. Travelstead comes to his new affairs. He will continue to serve
post from the deanship of the as chairman of the department of
guidance and special education.
College of Education.
THE COLLEGE of Arts and
Robert Lalicker, administrative
assistant to the academic vice Seiem:es also is getting a new asFOR SALE
president, has been appointed as- sistant dean, Dr. Frederick Wam"CONDJ!l
IIERMANOSH
GUITAR.. Ex<'elsistant to the president. He form- e_r, an assis~nt ProfessDr of Englent oonditlon. Owner paid $700. Willing
hsh,
who
\VIll
assume
his
adminiserly was director of. development
to sell !or $359.90. Phone !U:I-UlO after
7p.m.
trative duties September 1. He
atUNM.
1966 Muatang V -8 lUltomatie. ir, Power
succeeds
Dr.
Barrett
L.
Beer.
Dr. Robert S. Stone, formerly'
steering. Phone 268-662L
associate dean of the School of
21'' TV $30. 3 jack Ktrlta-r amp. $20. 2 '"'Is
Medicine, has taken office as dean.
golf .elnba in bags $15. Vargas t. Degas
prints $2.50. 1025 Summit NE, pbOne
He succeeds Dr. R. H. Fit:~: who
256-lML
resigned and is now fulltime diSTURDY Baby room Set. Hardwood crib,
rector of the New Mexico Regdre<ser, ch""t of dnwers. $-1.5. Call 2435204.
ional MedicaL Program for Heart
1954 CHEVY IMPALA Super SP<lrt. Full
Disease, Cancer, Stroke and ReNurses and personnel in other
power, factorY air, rear speaker radio~
lated Diseases.
buoket oeals, white wall tires. Metalic
health disciplines in this regiOn
gray. .Excellent condllion. $16li0. 251\ANOTHER NEW dean is Dr. are invited to a two-week work1&75.
4t.
Richard C. Dove in the College of shop on "Principles and ApplicaALASKAN
:MALA111UT:El puppies & stud
Engineering.· He succeeds Dr., tions of Epidemiology'' at UNM
service. 298-6112.
Richard H. Clough, who designed July 8-19.
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Administration, suceeding. Dean desires university crecllt.
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Howard V. Finston who resigned
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and
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the
competenthe administratiV'e position to reJOIN THE NEW MAJORITY !or ROCKEFELLER. Call 247-1892 or visit l!aeketurn to the classroom. Huber will cies of participants engaged in
feller Headquartrli acr""a ft<>m Johnson
continue to direct the University community health programs that
demand knowledge of epidemiolHELl' WANTED
College. and Counseling Center ogy
and the implementation of ORGANIST NEEDED [or summer. One
and will serve in the Business Ad- this knowledge
in serviee to indi•
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ministration College until a dean viduals and familil!!s. Some pre•
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believes a revolution - "Don't
you want a revolution?" lte asked - is necessary to break the
spiritual malaise that many Japanese students feel.
Materialism has a stranglehold on Japan much as it does
in America. The materialism of
the orthodox Marxist student
I e a d e r s bothers many of the
young members of the Zengakuren. They are looking for
other - often psychological explanations for Japan's prob-lems.

Later I t a Ike d with some
younger wembers of the Sempa
Ranga faction. and I found them
to be much more like the undogmatic leftists I know at home.
W akimoto knows Marxism is
the driving force of his leaders,
but he described himself as "onconvinced." He was certain of
one thing -"I want to be free."
The freedom he seeks is spiritual.
"Many people take drugs, LSD,
and make love. They are impotent," he said.
Less influenced by Marxism
than by existentialism, Wakimoto
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OKIE JOE'S PACKAGE
(Lounge Open)

BLACK & WHITE SCOTCH •• ;-~~ $8.00 qt.

i

J.l

OlD CROW BOURBON . ;.~9 $3.89 fifth
KING GEORGE SCOTCH.

WAS
• 5.20

BOURBON DELUX

• 5.60

GLEN-MAVIS SCOTCH
SEAGRAMS SEVEN. •
SMIRNOFF VODKA

GILBEY•s GIN

$4.99 qt.
$4.49 fifth

was

• 5.29
was

5.00

$3.99 fifth

86 pro~f ;,~

DAVIESS COUNTY
•

•

$4.39 fifth

was
7.29

•

•

(

$4.89 qt.

WCIS

•

$3.79 fifth

• ~.~~ $3.99 fifth

PEARL Bottles or Cans . $.85 six pack
SCHLITZ CANS ~ • ~ • $1.10 six pack
HAMM'S Reg., Draft . • $1.10· six pack
WALTER•s BEER •• • 3 qts. $1.00

COLD KEG BEER
Rose, Chianti
Rhinegarten ......... $1.29 1/2 gal.
Rose .............. $.79 qt·
Chianti- Rhinegarten . $.72 1/5 gal.
pOISano
•
............ $.69 qt.

$1.19 1/2 gal.
IMPORTED WINES Specially
Reduced 10% During This Sale

DISCOUNTS AT
OKIE JOE'S PACKAGE
1720 Cenb:?l S.E.

Phone 242·2151

DlvJSiun of Nellot Brother's l:nlflrprileli

~

•

J

To Give Concert
The UNM Summer Session
Band will present its second con~ert Wednesday, July 17, at 8 p.m.
m the ballroom. The public is invited to attend the free program.
Kenneth Anderson, trumpet
soloist, will be the featured artist
:for t h e evening, performing
"Carnival of Venice" as arranged by Herbert Clark. Anderson is presently teaching in the
Albuque:rque ·public schools.
T w o first performance3 of
pieces by the conductor, William
E. Rhoads, will also be heard:
"Mazatlan," a beguine for band,
and "Little Tune and March of
the Wooden Indians." They were
recently completed while Rhoads
was on sabbatical leave.
Featured percussionist will be
Leslie Leach plaing "The Worried Drummer" by A d o I p h
Schreiner. The number illustrates the trials of being a oneman percussion section.
Concluding the program are
"Youth Triumphant," an overture by Henry Hadley; "Valdres1" a Norwegian march by
Johannes Hanssen; selections
from "No Strings" by Richard
Rodgers: "Fiesta Flambeau,''
march by Frank Sturchio; and
selections from ''Marne" by Jerry
Herman.

Baseballer Signs
Letter of Intent

KOSLOV VODKA • • • • • . • ;,)~ $3.79 fifth

GALLO

the U.S. and Canada. Tickets are
25 cent.s for the summer fare
special.
JAMES DUTI'ON, leader of the
group, is a nationally recognized
percussion artist.
He has worked professionally
in the pop business with Roger
Williams and in the classical field
with Herbert Von Karajan. He l1as
also played in the musical theatre
with Oscar Brown, Jr.
Some of the songs to be featured in the concert include "Take
Five" by Paul Desmond, "Suite
from West Side Story" by Leonard Bernstein, "Scherzt> for Percussion," by Saul Goodman and
"Michelle-Yesterday" by Paul
IN A RUSH by American uni- McCartney.
OTHER SONGS in the show
versities to instruct students. in
are
"Suite from My Fair Lady"
large numbers, "education may by Frederick
Loewe, "Bosa Nova
be overshadowed by instruction,'' Medley" by Antonio
and
a British educator told a UN:M "Hang On-It's Blow Jobim
Your Mind
lecture audience MDnday night.
John Lawlor, a guest :faculty Time!" by I. M. Gone.
Fifteen hit songs in all will be
member at UNM during the sumplayed
by the group. Some of the
mer session, contrasted American
instruments
the group will use inuniversities with England's post- elude maracas,
reco-reco, cabaza,
vmr universities, explaining that
go-gobells,
tubo,
concerro, c.ho:factors producing university ed- ealo, elaves, guiro, conga,
timbales.
ucation ha.ve differed between the
and
bongos.
two countries.
For further informr...tion call
"Higher education in the United
Gattas at 277-~016.
Ken
States hns been influenced by German practice. The doctorate, derived from the German system, Mets' Draft Choice
has become the supreme achieve..
ment, and now is becoming a 'job
card'," Lawlor stated.
THE GERMAN INFLUENCE
can be traced to the 19th century
when, he said, the practices were
adopted for good reasons. Rapid
Bernie Boehmer, the thirdexpansion of the American uni- rDund draft cl,aice of the New
versil.y system, partly due to ap- York Mets, has signed a national
proval .of the land grant college letter of intent with UNM to
system a. century ago, presented play both baSeball and basketball.
different problems than those afA native of Flint Hills, Mo.,
fecting schools in Britain.
Boehmer played his high school
"Professors in the United States ball at St. Dominic's High School
are in danger of underemphasiz- in O'Fallon, 1\Io., a suburb of St.
ing their need to be teachers in Loui~. St. Dominie's had a 15-4
order to concentrate on research," baseball season as the righthandhe added.
er hit .565 and drDve in 32 runs in
Lawlor said the new universi- the 19 games. The 5-10 catcher
ties in the United Kingdom placed had 35 hits. in his 62 times at bat
heavy emphasis on the educations and drove in 32 runs. He hit seven
of undergraduate students and doubles, six triples and had three
tried tt> interrelate subjects. that home runs.
seemed to be vast distances apal"t.
AT THE END of the baseball
"ANYBODY CAN teach graduate students because if you walk season he received the St. Louis
into the classroom and say good Globe Democrat award as the
morning, they will write it down. most outstanding baseball perIt takes a real teacher to teach :fonner in the Greater St. Louis
Metropolitan area.
undergraduates," Lawlor said.
Boehmer was Dne of the most
A re-thinking Df old patterns
sought
after high school ball playand concepts, Lawlor said, is one
ers
in
the
St. Louis area and was
of the ways in whieh the new uniactively
:rec.rUited
by such schools
versities arc trying to break away
from the established patterns set at national NCAA runner-up
by prestigious universities like Southern Illinois, University of
Missouri, St. J..ouis University
Oxford and Cambridge.
.
and
Memphis State.
Lawler classed British univerAS A GUARD with St. Domsities as (1) Camford and Oxbridge (2). Red-Brick, and New inic's basketball team, which fin•
Bridge in illustrating the develop- is'hed the senson with a 22-6 recment of universities from the Dld ord, Boehmer averaged 23.8 points
world through the provincial n.nd per game and was named to the
finally the revolutionary period in first teams All-Metro and All•ln•
dependent.
British educa.tion.
The 175-pounder has two broth·
BRIT IS B UNIVERSITIES
ers
in organized baseball. Len
Lawlor said, reqUire undergraduBoehmer
is playing with S:,'1.'acuse
ates to spend one yenr familia:riz•
ing themselves with all of the de- in the International LeagUe while
partments of the univel'Sity be- Jerry is at Appelton, Wise., in
the Mid-West League.
(Continued on page 4)

The James Dutton Quartet,
above, who have appeared with
such entertainers as Dionne Warwick and Godfrey Cambridge, will
perform in concert Tuesday night
July 16 at 8 in the Union Ballroom.
The quartet, who perfonn with
more than 50 instruments, have
made concert tours throughout

North of the Plaza

!-~ere U.'s Summer Band

UNM AND ST. JOHN'S College in Santa Fe will begin a eooperative program this fall in an
attempt to combine the educational approaches of a small liberal arts college and a large state
university.
The co-op plan was formulated
by former UNM president Tom
L. Popejoy and St. John's President Richard D, Weigle and will
permit a limited number of beginning UNM students to take
one or two years of studies in the
small college atmosphere at a
cost no greater than that of
UNM.
SINCE ROOM and board for
the academic ear at St. John's is
$1,050, UNM will reimburse St.
John's the amount of per-student
cost of educating students at
UNM at the freshman level. Resident tuition will be paid directly
to UNM.
Students w h o satisfactorily
complete the first year at St.
John's will be admitted to the
UNM College of Arts and Sciences with full sophomore standing. Since St. John's program in
science and mathematics is not
departmentalized, students wishing to pursue majors in those
areas may be required to enroll
in freshman courses upon entering UNM.
STUDENTS WHO transfer to
UNM at the end of the first year
will have their work at St. John's
in seminar, tutorials and science
laboratory. Arts and sciences
group requirements at St. John's
include six hours of English
composition, nine hours of humanities, ten hours of science
and math, and six hou"rs of electives.
Those students remaining at
St. John's for two years will enter UNM with full junior standing. Math and science majors,
however, may find it necessary to
attend summer session at UNM
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in order to make up for math
and science courses not offered
at St. John's.
ST. JOHN'S is a twin campus
of St. John's College in Annapolis, Md., and shares the same program and administration. The
four year curriculum leads to the
degree of Bachelor of Arts. The
college is accredited by the Middle States Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
Most of the teaching at St.
John's takes the form of discussion. Seminar discussion of the
Great Books is supplemented by
four years of turorials in mathematics, language, and laboratory
science. Examinations are oral
and individual and grades are
not reported.
'
A PILOT GROUP of 30 UNM
students is expected to enter St.
John's during the academic year
to observe the program, meet
with St. John's faculty and counsel students about UNM programs and :requirements.

Mead \~i\\ Speak
On lot\n Amer\co
Dr. Robert G. Mead, Jr., fourtn
lecture1" o£ the i9G8 "Lecture
Under the Stars" series, will
speak on the front lawn of the
CNM administration building, ~'!.~
Monday, July 15, at 8 p.m. Dr.
Mead's topic will be "Our Image
In Latin America." The public is
invited to this summer evening
entertainment a:nd education.
Dr. Mead, professor of romance languages at the University of Connecticut, is a guest
facult member at UNM this summer. He has done research in
Mexico, Cuba, and eight other
Latin American countries for
over 18 years.
A consultant to the Peace
Corps, the Fulbright Commission,
and the U.S. Office of Education,
Dr. Mead is: an associate editor
of the Latin American Research
Review. He has received his AB
and MA degrees from UCLA,
and his doctorate degree :from
the University of Michigan.
_,

24College Teachers
To Attend Institute

Twenty-four college teachers,
from 16 states, will attend the
University of New Mexico Radiation Biology Institute this summer. D:r. Marvin L. Riedesl!l,
UNM professor of biology, will
be director and instructor for the
Institute.
The participants are attending
under a grant given to UNM by
the Atomic Energy Commission.
Twenty of the participants will
come under one grant--for a sum
close to $75,000-and four re..
search participants will att(!pQ
under a second grant--for alm\;at
$3,000. All participants will receive otipends.
The Institute has been offered
at UNM for the past several sum~
mers, said Dr. Riedesel, and is
open to qualified college instructors.
~umumumnumnummuuummmmmmuuumuunmmnmJI!ilmmmmummmrn

LOBO GOOF: The nine UNM students mentioned last week as delegates to the New Mexico Democratic convention were all from precinct
17 of Bernalillo county. Steve van Dresser of campu.s radio station
KUNM said this week that "about 100" UNM students, faculty members, and staff employees were delegates to the state nominating con·
vention in Santa Fe June 29. Many non-delegat<es from UNM were also
active at the convention such as John Bakas, above, director of the I
Center, and Law Professor Al Utton, standing below Bakas. (Photo
by Noland courtesy of the Santa Fe New Mexican)

CaHing U
Callirtg U, a regular Lobo
feature, lists all upcoming
events at the University includthe summer film fare. Calling
U can be found on page two today.
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